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“Mister Wolf, you’ve 

already promised me that you’d lend us the treasure, since 

all of us are begging you for it now, you might as well just lend it to us!”

 Yuri pleaded after a moment’s hesitation. 

According 

to their previous agreement, Leon was supposed to lend the Luminous P

earl to the Thompsons if he failed to treat Roanne’s condition, but now, s

ince Elder Swire was already here to take care of her, there was no longe

r any need for Leon to do so, lest something terrible happens during the 

process! 

After all, Elder Swire was the best doctor in town, and surely he was far 

better than Leon, who was not even a proper doctor! 

Because of this, Yuri was far more inclined to believe in Elder Swire’s c

apabilities! 

“That’s right! Mister Wolf, it would be as easy as that to lend the Thomp

sons your treasure. Why do you to be so stubborn,” Raphael piped up. 

have 

“Alright, alright! since none of you believe me, I’ll show you right now t

hat the Luminous Pearl doesn’t harness any Light Energy at all.” Leon h

ad no choice but to take out the Luminous Pearl and channel his spiritual

 energy into it. 

“Swoosh-” 

The Spiritual Pearl floated into mid–

air when it sensed Leon’s pure energy. Then, without warning, a powerf

ul burst of energy erupted from within, emitting a ray of light so blindin

g that it illuminated the entire room! 



“What a powerful surge of energy!” 

“There’s no doubt about it–this is indeed a piece of valuable treasure!” 

Angus, Yuri, and the rest could not help gasping in awe at the Spiritual P

earl’s powerful display. However, as powerful as the energy contained w

ithin, none of them could feel the warmth or heat that was characteristic 

of Light Energy. Instead, the energy that emitted from the Spiritual Pearl

 felt more calming, like the spring breeze! 

“Mister Thompson, I’ve 

already told you that the Luminous Pearl doesn’t harness any Light Ener

gy at all. Do you all believe me now?” Leon asked. 

“Yes, this doesn’t seem like Light Energy,” They were all a little disapp

ointed by this, especially Angus and Vivian. They were both hopeful tha

t the treasure Leon brought over would be able to cure their daughter, bu

t. now, after witnessing this, the glimmer of hope that ignited within the

m utterly dissipated! 

“Don’t worry, Missus! Although this Luminous Pearl of mine is no treas

ure, I have another way of helping Miss Thompson-

” Leon piped up, intending to convince Angus and Vivian to trust in his 

capabilities. 

However, before he could even finish his sentence, Elder Swire interrupt

ed, “Mister Thompson, the true energy contained within this Luminous 

Pearl is powerful and uninterrupted. Although this pearl does not harness

 Light Energy, it can’t be too far off. Don’t worry, with the help of the L

uminous Pearl, I have about. seventy percent certainty that I can cure Mi

ss Thompson’s condition!” 

“What? Do you mean it, Elder Swire? Can you really cure Roanne’s dise

ase?” Angus and Yuri were astounded. to hear this. Expressions of delig

ht crossed their faces as hope ignited within them once more. 

As for Leon’s statement, none of them took notice of him at all. 



“Yes, I do! This Luminous Pearl is a rare treasure that contains highly p

urified true energy. Hence, its effects surely won’t be too far off from usi

ng a treasure that harnesses Light Energy! With such powerful energy in

 combination with my Pressure Point Treatment, I’m sure I can unblock 

Miss Thompson’s internal 

circulation and cure her for good.” Elder Swire declared confidently. 

“This is splendid! Please, go ahead, Elder Swire!” Angus was overjoyed 

to hear this and quickly egged Elder Swire on. 

“No, you can’t do that!” Leon objected. 

“Why not? Are you questioning my expertise, young man?” Elder Swire

 furrowed his brows, glancing at Leon with a displeased look. 

“Elder Swire, your method will indeed be effective against Third Degree

 Blocks, but unfortunately, Miss Thompson’s condition is not just that of

 a simple Third Degree Block. She is a rare entity of the Darkness Comp

lex, and if you go ahead and unblock her internal circulation, it will relea

se a powerful surge of Dark Energy that might overload her system, and 

cause terrible consequences,” Leon explained solemnly. 

“What Darkness Complex are you talking about? I have no 

idea what you’re going on about!” Elder Swire scoffed at this. Although 

he was one of the best doctors in the field, the Darkness Complex was n

ot a disease at all and thus had nothing to do with the medical field. 

Besides, Darkness Complex in itself was a rare entity, and it did not com

e as a surprise to Leon that Elder Swire never heard of it! 

“It’s okay if you haven’t heard of 

it, but I’m warning you, Miss Thompson’s condition is very peculiar. Ye

ars and years of purified Dark Energy have gotten stuck within her body,

 and if you insist on releasing it, it’ll be fatal,” Leon added. 



“Are you accusing me of being an ignorant 

and negligent doctor that will kill my patients?” Elder Swire was amused

 to hear this. 

“That’s not what I’m suggesting, but if you don’t listen to me, you’ll be 

no different from those kinds of doctors at all!” Leon replied. 

“Well, well! Since you don’t believe in my capabilities, Mister Thompso

n, I shall get out of your hair! Please go ahead and seek advice from anot

her medical practitioner!” Elder Swire was outraged by this and immedi

ately turned to leave. 

“No, please don’t! Elder Swire, you can’t leave, not before treating my d

aughter!” Angus was shocked by this and quickly stopped Elder Swire fr

om leaving. Then, he turned to shoot Leon a murderous glare and snarle

d, “Hey, you punk, first you claimed you’d be able to cure my daughter, 

and now you’re accusing Elder Swire of being ignorant and angered him

. What on earth are you trying to do?” 

“I’m not trying to do anything. I’m just telling the truth,” Leon protested

 with a frustrated look. The only reason he volunteered to help Roanne w

as that Yuri helped him at the Black Market, and he felt that he owed hi

m one. Not only that but with his medical expertise, there was no way he

 could sit by and watch someone die without helping! 

However, Leon never thought that Angus would question his capabilities

 and even refuse to listen to him! 

As mild–

mannered as Leon was, he could not help beginning to be annoyed at thi

s! 

“Shut up! I’m warning you, you punk–

if you continue to stop Elder Swire from treating Roanne, I will make yo

u pay for this!” Angus snarled, a glimmer of malice flashing through his 

eyes as he channeled his true 



energy. 

It was clear that he meant business! 
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“Yes, I do! This Luminous Pearl is a rare treasure that contains highly p

urified true energy. Hence, its effects surely won’t be too far off from usi

ng a treasure that harnesses Light Energy! With such powerful energy in

 combination with my Pressure Point Treatment, I’m sure I can unblock 

Miss Thompson’s internal 

circulation and cure her for good.” Elder Swire declared confidently. 

“This is splendid! Please, go ahead, Elder Swire!” Angus was overjoyed 

to hear this and quickly egged Elder Swire on. 

“No, you can’t do that!” Leon objected. 

“Why not? Are you questioning my expertise, young man?” Elder Swire

 furrowed his brows, glancing at Leon with a displeased look. 

“Elder Swire, your method will indeed be effective against Third Degree

 Blocks, but unfortunately, Miss Thompson’s condition is not just that of

 a simple Third Degree Block. She is a rare entity of the Darkness Comp

lex, and if you go ahead and unblock her internal circulation, it will relea

se a powerful surge of Dark Energy that might overload her system, and 

cause terrible consequences,” Leon explained solemnly. 

“What Darkness Complex are you talking about? I have no 

idea what you’re going on about!” Elder Swire scoffed at this. Although 

he was one of the best doctors in the field, the Darkness Complex was n

ot a disease at all and thus had nothing to do with the medical field. 



Besides, Darkness Complex in itself was a rare entity, and it did not com

e as a surprise to Leon that Elder Swire never heard of it! 

“It’s okay if you haven’t heard of 

it, but I’m warning you, Miss Thompson’s condition is very peculiar. Ye

ars and years of purified Dark Energy have gotten stuck within her body,

 and if you insist on releasing it, it’ll be fatal,” Leon added. 

“Are you accusing me of being an ignorant 

and negligent doctor that will kill my patients?” Elder Swire was amused

 to hear this. 

“That’s not what I’m suggesting, but if you don’t listen to me, you’ll be 

no different from those kinds of doctors at all!” Leon replied. 

“Well, well! Since you don’t believe in my capabilities, Mister Thompso

n, I shall get out of your hair! Please go ahead and seek advice from anot

her medical practitioner!” Elder Swire was outraged by this and immedi

ately turned to leave. 

“No, please don’t! Elder Swire, you can’t leave, not before treating my d

aughter!” Angus was shocked by this and quickly stopped Elder Swire fr

om leaving. Then, he turned to shoot Leon a murderous glare and snarle

d, “Hey, you punk, first you claimed you’d be able to cure my daughter, 

and now you’re accusing Elder Swire of being ignorant and angered him

. What on earth are you trying to do?” 

“I’m not trying to do anything. I’m just telling the truth,” Leon protested

 with a frustrated look. The only reason he volunteered to help Roanne w

as that Yuri helped him at the Black Market, and he felt that he owed hi

m one. Not only that but with his medical expertise, there was no way he

 could sit by and watch someone die without helping! 

However, Leon never thought that Angus would question his capabilities

 and even refuse to listen to him! 



As mild–

mannered as Leon was, he could not help beginning to be annoyed at thi

s! 

“Shut up! I’m warning you, you punk–

if you continue to stop Elder Swire from treating Roanne, I will make yo

u pay for this!” Angus snarled, a glimmer of malice flashing through his 

eyes as he channeled his true 

energy. 

It was clear that he meant business! 
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“You” Leon was utterly infuriated by this. He was so kind as to help Roa

nne, but Angus was not only ungrateful for his help, he even threatened 

him time and time again! 

Leon was utterly disappointed at getting treated this way. 

“Well, since none of you believe me, I won’t force you to change your 

minds! Give me back the treasure, and I’ll leave right this instant!” Leon

 snapped, trying to stifle his rage as he pulled the Luminous Pearl back. 

“No! You can leave, but the treasure has to stay!” Angus scoffed as he re

ached out, unleashing a powerful surge of energy straight toward Leon. 

“That’s incredible!” Leon gasped when he sensed Angus’s power. He w

as no match for Angus at all, and before he could even react, Angus’s en

ergy smacked him squarely in the middle of his chest. 

The color drained from Leon’s face as he staggered backward, a strange 

sensation rising in his chest. Finally, something leaped into his throat, an

d he spat out a mouthful of bright red blood! 



Thankfully, Angus was just trying to get the treasure from him and did n

ot intend to hurt him at all. Otherwise, he would have suffered an even 

more disastrous fate by now! 

“What are you doing, Angus? How can you treat Mister Wolf like that w

hen he’s helping us out of kindness? Vivian was astounded by this and 

could not help reprimanding her husband as she stepped forward to help 

Leon up. 

“Don’t be so naïve, Vivian! This man has tried to stop Elder Swire from 

helping Roanne again and again, so there’s no way he’s acting out of kin

dness! If it weren’t for the fact that we need his help with the treasure, I 

would’ve killed him by now!” Angus snapped coldly. 

“You!” Vivian shot her husband a murderous glare. 

However, she could not help agreeing with Angus about one thing–

now that Leon agreed to lend them the treasure, she, too, hoped that Elde

r Swire would be able to cure Roanne’s illness once and for all! 

Therefore, she had no choice but to 

swallow her words in consideration of this. 

“I can’t believe it! You Thompsons are all ungrateful twats!” Leon was i

rate at this, but he knew there was nothing he could do. With his limited 

power, he could only sense energies as far up as the Initial Emperor Stat

e, and Angus was so powerful that he could not even sense the true exten

t of his power! 

It was safe to say that he would be no match against Angus at all unless 

he utilized another one of his Potential Energy Forces! 

However, the Potential Energy Forces were too valuable, and considerin

g that he and the Thompsons were not enemies, he was not willing to wa

ste another one of his Potential Energy Forces on them! 



This was not realistic at all!  

“Please calm down, Mister Wolf. Don’t worry, once Elder Swire cures R

oanne with the treasure, we promise we’ll return it to you safe and sound

,” Yuri reassured him. 

“Alright, alright! seeing that you did me a favor at 

the Black Market just now, I’ll lend it to you just this once! However, all

 I want to say is that if your insistence does indeed kill Miss Thompson, 

you can’t blame me for 

not warning you!” Leon scoffed. He knew full well that since Roanne w

as afflicted with the Darkness 

Complex, using the Luminous Pearl to cure her would undoubtedly unle

ash all the purified Dark Energy within her, causing her to combust! 

As much as he wanted to stop this from happening, Angus refused to list

en and even forcefully took his treasure away from him! 

There was nothing Leon could do! 
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Angus took no notice of Leon’s warning at all and instead turned to gaze

 at Elder Swire with an apologetic look. “Elder Swire, we Thompsons di

dn’t mean to offend you. It was that punk who kept trying to interrupt yo

u, and he in no way is affiliated with us. Please do forgive us for this con

fusion!” 

“Alright then!” Elder Swire finally began to relax at this. 

“Elder Swire, time is running out, please save our daughter!” Angus plea

ded. 



“I will!” Elder Swire nodded, then strode over to the bed and started pres

sing his fingers on Roanne’s pressure points. 

There were 12 main channels of internal circulation within the human bo

dy, which were the Three Dark Channels of 

the Arm, the Three Light Channels of the Arm, the Three Dark Channels

 of the Leg, and finally, the Three Light Channels of the Leg. Each of th

ese channels were interlinked with the other and drained a major organ r

espectively. 

The three internal channels that were blocked in Roanne’s case were the 

Supreme Channel, the Secondary Channel, and the Liver Channel. Out o

f the three, most of the Dark Energy was concentrated within the Suprem

e Channel, whereas the Liver Channel contained the last. 

After some contemplation, Elder Swire decided to start with the Liver C

hannel first. 

The Liver Channel was located on the inner aspect of the shoulders and 

arms, with nine points, beginning from the Celestial Point down to the 

Mid–Digit Point, interconnected to form a channel. 

Elder Swire snatched the floating Spiritual Pearl out of mid–air, then 

placed it around Roanne’s shoulder, positioning it so that it hovered abo

ut 30 centimeters away from Roanne’s body. 

Then, he placed his finger firmly against her skin, right on her pressure 

points. 

With that, the immense energy from the Spiritual Pearl began to surge th

rough Elder Swire’s 

fingers and flow right into Roanne’s body, coursing through her channel

s and unblocking all the Dark Energy that 

collected there. 



“It’s no wonder Elder Swire is regarded as the best doctor in town! Unfo

rtunately, his knowledge is yet to be fully extensive,” Leon could not hel

p sighing at this. 

far With his expertise, it was not hard 

for Leon to tell that Elder Swire was certainly an experienced doctor, bet

ter than those he saw back in Springfield City–

the way he conducted his pressure point treatment was flawless and his t

echnique immaculate! 

Unfortunately, Elder Swire was not familiar with the peculiarities of the 

Darkness Complex, and this method. of healing would not only fail to cu

re Roanne, but it might also even kill her! 

Just as Leon lamented over this great loss, Elder Swire finally managed t

o unblock Roanne’s Liver Channel with the help of the Spiritual Pearl. 

“Finally!” Elder Swire removed his fingers from her pressure points. 

“How’s my daughter now, Elder Swire?” Angus could not help asking in

 worry. 

“Don’t be impatient, Mister Thompson! Three channels have been block

ed within Miss Thompson’s body. I 

just managed to unblock the first one, and once I do the same 

for the next two, she will be cured!” Elder Swire replied, smiling. 

“This is splendid! Please, go on!” Angus perked up in excitement at this.

 After witnessing how easily Elder Swire managed to accomplish that, h

e was certain that it would not take long for him to do the 

same for the remaining two channels! 

Angus immediately grew even more confident that Elder Swire was goin

g to succeed, but he was not the only one excited about this–Vivian 

and Yuri were all gazing hopefully at Elder Swire. 



However, what happened next shocked them all to the core! 
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All of a sudden, Roanne’s eyelids flew open as a flush of redness surged 

into her 

cheeks. Then, she bent over, spat out two mouthfuls of blood, and passe

d out within seconds. 

“Roanne, what’s going on?” Angus and Vivian were utterly shocked by t

his. 

Vivian immediately lunged toward the bed and grabbed hold of her daug

hter, crying out Roanne’s name over and over, but there was no response

 from her at all!  

Not only that but although Roanne also passed out a few minutes ago, he

r condition was stable beforehand. 

Now, however, her eyes were clamped tightly shut, and her breathing wa

s gradually becoming labored as though she were in grave danger! 

Even an idiot could tell that her condition deteriorated and was now in a 

critical state! 

“What’s going on, Elder Swire? Why did my daughter vomit blood all of

 a sudden, and 

become so weak?” Angus‘ eyes were bloodshot as he turned to shoot El

der Swire a stern look. 

“I don’t know,” Elder Swire 

felt as though he was struck by lightning. He already unblocked one of R

oanne’s internal channels, and logically speaking, she should 

be getting better by now, yet not was there no sign of improvement, she 

even seemed to have deteriorated and was now in grave danger! 



This was out of Elder Swire’s expectations, and he had no idea what was

 happening at all!  

“How can you say you don’t know when you were 

the one who treated her?” Angus snarled, wanting nothing more than to s

kin Elder Swire alive right on the spot, but considering that they needed 

Elder Swire’s help to save Roanne, he finally decided to stay calm. 

“Elder Swire, you were the one who caused this! I don’t care what you d

o, you need to rescue my daughter right this instant! If anything bad hap

pens to her, I’ll make you pay for this!” Angus bellowed, his voice dripp

ing with malice. 

“I-

” Elder Swire’s felt his scalp crawl. His heart sank at the realization that

 he did not know how to save Roanne. He did not even know the root ca

use of Roanne’s condition, much less why her illness deteriorated so qui

ckly, so how was he supposed to save her? 

“Could Mister Wolf have been right? Is Roanne afflicted with the Darkn

ess Complex,” Yuri and Raphael were hit with a sudden realization. 

Leon already warned them since the start of Roanne’s peculiar condition

, but because Elder Swire denied this, all of them 

changed their minds and believed Elder Swire instead! 

However, now that this happened, they could not help but realize how w

rong they were–Leon told the truth all along! 

At the thought of this, Yuri quickly turned to Leon and asked, “Mister W

olf, what’s happening here? Why did Roanne’s condition go south so qui

ckly?” 
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“I’ve already told you this before–

Miss Thompson has a condition known as the Darkness Complex, and al

l the Dark Energy has been trapped within her for many years now. Ther

efore, we can’t unblock her channels willy–

nilly. Now that Elder swire has unblocked her Liver Channel, all the Dar

k Energy is coursing through the channel right into her heart,” Leon sigh

ed. 

The Liver Channel led into the Pericardial Channel, which was the main 

channel of the outer layer of the heart 

the pericardium. 

Initially, the Dark Energy within Roanne’s body was maintained at equil

ibrium, and she would not be in any immediate danger so long as the Da

rk Energy did not surpass the threshold. 

However, now that the Liver Channel was unblocked, all the Dark Energ

y was surging right into her heart, and its consequences would be dire! 

“I can’t believe it. It turns out Miss Thompson does have the Darkness C

omplex,” Elder Swire was stunned to hear this. He finally realized that L

eon warned him all along! 

However, he was not the only person to realize his mistake–

Angus, Vivian, and the rest finally discovered just how wrong they were

 to ignore Leon’s warnings! 

Angus was the most remorseful out of all of them; At first, he refused to 

believe Lbecausethat he was not a licensed medical doctor, but now, he f

inally realized just how experienced Leon was–

even more so than Elder Swire–

and how dreadfully he underestimated Leon! 

“Mister Wolf, I am truly sorry for what I have done. I should never have 

questioned your medical expertise. Now that Roanne is in a critical state,

 please do help her,” Angus said with an anguished look. 



Leon tried to help Roanne out of kindness, but not only did he fail to app

reciate that, he even doubted Leon and tried to attack him! 

However, no matter how humiliated he 

was, he had to plead with Leon for help out of consideration of his daug

hter’s condition! 

“Mister Thompson, I’m sorry but if you allowed me to treat Miss Thomp

son just now, I would’ve been able to cure her, at a seventy percent certa

inty, but now that the Dark Energy has entered her heart, there’s no way 

I can turn this around. I’m sorry but it’s time to get your affairs in order,

” Leon sighed. 

“What?” Angus, Vivian, and yuri felt as though they were struck by ligh

tning. 

All of them thought that Leon would have a way to save Roanne, consid

ering he was far more experienced than Elder Swire was, but now, after 

hearing Leon’s statement, they finally realized how serious this was! 

Leon single–

handedly declared Roanne dead, and one could only imagine the shock a

t hearing that! 

“Angus, this is all your fault! Mister Wolf already warned us not to unbl

ock Roanne’s internal channels, but you refused to listen. If Roanne dies

 just like this, I’ll never be able to forgive you for this,” Vivian wailed, sl

umped against her daughter’s body as she burst into tears. 

“How could this be?” The color drained from Angus’s face. He staggere

d backward, his legs suddenly turning. weak, and almost fell to the grou

nd. 

He knew that Vivian was right–

they stood a chance of curing Roanne, but his naivety and stubbornness 

cost  



his daughter’s life! 

Not even he could forgive himself for this fatal mistake! 
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“Well, Mister 

Thompson, since you’re done with the treasure, I’ll be off now!” Leon re

ached out and grabbed the Spiritual Pearl out 

of the air, then turned and strode out the door without a second glance. 

Not only did Angus question his capabilities, but he even threatened him

 time and time again. Therefore, Leon was not fond of this man at all, an

d considering the Dark Energy already infiltrated Roanne’s heart, there 

was no point in him staying any longer.. 

“No! you can’t leave, Mister Wolf!” Yuri was the 

first to break out of his stupor and quickly chased after Leon. “Is there a

nything else I can help you with, Mister Thompson?” Leon asked quizzi

cally. 

“Mister Wolf, please, I beg you–save my sister,” Yuri pleaded. 

“Mister Thompson, it’s not that I don’t want to, but now that the Dark E

nergy has invaded her heart, there’s nothing else I can do. I’m sorry to sa

y this, but you’ll have to seek help elsewhere,” Leon said, shaking his 

head. 

Although he brought Iris and Damian back from the brink of death, Roa

nne, unlike them, was too far gone to 

do that. 



The heart was the most vulnerable organ of the human body and now tha

t the Dark Energy seeped into it, there was nothing he could do to save h

er, no matter how experienced he was. 

“Thud-” 

Before Leon could even finish his sentence, Vivian got onto her knees. 

“What are you doing, Missus Thompson? Please, get up!” Leon was stun

ned to see this. He quickly reached out to help Vivian up, but she was far

 too strong, and no matter how hard he tried, he could not seem to pull h

er back on her feet. 

“Mister Wolf, if you’re not willing to help, Roanne will be dead within 

minutes. Please, I beg you to find a way to help her, even if there’s only 

one in a million chance,” Vivian pleaded, sobbing. Her voice was etched

 with dismay and sorrow, and tears did not stop spilling from her eyes. 

“Missus, I can understand how you feel, but there’s truly nothing to be d

one,” Leon sighed. His heart could not help sinking at this sight. 

As determined as he was that he could not help, he still felt immense sad

ness at the sight of Vivian’s distress, but he knew it was hopeless. 

“Thud!” 

The next moment, even Angus got on his knees. 

“Mister Wolf, it was all my fault that I offended you. I beg for your forgi

veness. Please have mercy on me, and save my daughter before it’s too l

ate. If you’re willing to help us, we will forever be indebted to you no m

atter the outcome. We’ll forever be grateful for your kindness and mercy

,” He said with a pleading look. 

If Leon agreed to help them, there was a sliver of hope for Roanne, but if

 Leon refused to help, Angus 

knew that there was no way Roanne could survive this! 



Therefore, he wanted to beg Leon to help just this once, even if it meant 

there was only a one–in–a–million 

chance of Roanne pulling through! 
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“Mister Wolf, please, help us,” Yuri, too, got on his knees after both his 

parents. 

“There’s no other way,” Leon let out a bitter smile and was about to turn

 the three of them down when all of a sudden, a lightbulb went off in his 

head. 

However, after some hesitation, he decided to swallow his words. 

“Did you think of another solution, Mister Wolf?” Yuri perked up, a sliv

er of hope igniting in his eyes when he sensed Leon’s hesitation. 

Even Angus and Vivian were staring at him with expectant looks, hopin

g to hear the answer they wanted. Leon could not bear to disappoint the

m once more. He let out a sigh and replied, “Well, there’s one way to do 

this, but it’s too difficult–not realistic at all.”  

“What is it?” 

“Mister Wolf, please tell us.” 

The three of them perked up as expressions of excitement crossed their f

aces. 

“Well, truth be told, Miss Thompson’s condition is a little special. I’m g

uessing that the Dark Energy within her has yet to fully invade her heart,

 so we still have a sliver of hope,” Leon explained. 



He initially thought there was no way to save Roanne now that the Dark 

Energy entered her internal circulation, but now, Leon suddenly recalled

 that only her Liver Channel was unblocked–

her Supreme Channel was still clogged! 

The Supreme Channel was directly linked to the pericardium, whereas th

e Liver Channel communicated with the Pericardial Channel wrapped ou

tside the pericardium. 

If this were an ordinary person, death was an inevitable consequence sho

uld Dark Energy invade their Pericardial Channel and subsequently their

 heart. However, Roanne’s case was different; her Supreme Channel was

 still blocked, and thus the Dark Energy still needed time before it reache

d her pericardium and 

heart. 

This meant that they still had a fighting chance to save Roanne before it 

was too late! 

“Unfortunately, Miss Thompson’s case is urgent, and if we want to get ri

d of all the Dark Energy collected outside her heart, we need to use a spe

cial kind of herb that harnesses Light Energy. It’s called the 

Sunlit Herb. If you can find a Sunlit Herb within the next hour, I might b

e able to save Miss Thompson and even cure her Third Degree Block. T

his is the only way,” Leon added. 

He knew full well that herbs like these were hard to come by, much less 

those that specifically harnessed Light Energy like the Sunlit Herb. 

No matter how powerful the Thompsons were, there was no way they w

ould be able to find one within the next hour unless a miracle happened! 

“Mister Wolf, we’ve never heard of the Sunlit Herb before, and I’m afra

id we can’t find it so soon, especially within an hour. Is there another wa

y, for example by using another medicinal herb like one that has grown f

or over five centuries?” Angus asked. 



Although it was almost impossible for them to find the Sunlit Herb, it w

ould not take long for the Thompsons to get their hands on another herb 

considering their power and influence! 
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“Um,” Leon fell silent as he contemplated this. 

He knew that the Sunlit Herb was one of the rarest among the medicinal 

herbs and that there was no way the Thompsons would 

be able to find it in time. however, Angus‘ query reminded him that ther

e was still the possibility of using another herb in replacement of the Sun

lit Herb. 

“I guess that’s our best shot!” Leon decided after some thought. 

“Will this work, Mister Wolf?” Angus could not help asking, his express

ion delighted. 

“Well, a herb that’s around five centuries old isn’t going to work, but I h

ave about three–quarters left of a thousand–year–

old Ganoderma. If we use it in replacement of the Sunlit Herb coupled w

ith the Light Convergence Circle, it just might work,” Leon explained. 

Herbs that were thousands of years old had the 

same properties as elite medicinal herbs, and the Ganoderma also posses

sed Light Energy conserving effects. Coupled with the formation of a Li

ght Convergence Circle, there was a chance that they could save Roanne

 with this! 

The family’s hearts sank when they heard Leon saying a five–century–

old herb was not 

going to work, but Leon’s next statement ignited the hope within them o

nce more! 



“This is great! Thank you, Mister Wolf,” The three of them thanked him 

profusely. 

“Mister Thompson, please don’t get too excited just yet. Although this m

ight work, the chances aren’t as good as using a Sunlit Herb, I promise I’

ll do the best I can, but there’s no guarantee that I might be able to save 

Miss Thompson,” Leon said solemnly. 

“It’s okay. As long as you try your best, it doesn’t matter what the outco

me is. we Thompsons will forever be indebted 

to you for your help,” Angus, Vivian, and Yuri said. 

“Alright. Let’s 

not waste time now. I’ll first try to preserve as much of Miss Thompson’

s heart as I can!” Leon nodded and strode over to the bed. 

Then, he placed his fingers on a few pressure 

points around Roanne’s chest, thereby securing her heart. 

Although Roanne’s breath was still thready and rapid, she was still breat

hing, and this was far better compared to Iris and Damian’s condition be

fore! 

With Leon’s medical expertise and the fact that he managed to preserve 

her heart just in time, he was certain that 

Roanne would be safe and sound for the next hour or so. 

Then, he started preparing the necessary herbs and formation of the Ligh

t Convergence Circle. 

Since he kept the thousand–year–

old Ganoderma at the villa, he decided to call Iris for help, considering it

 would be too time–

consuming for him to travel back to the villa to retrieve it. 

However, Iris was already on the way to the Scammells at that point, and

 the only person at home was Snow. 



Leon quickly dialed Snow’s number and asked her to bring the Ganoder

ma over as soon as possible. 

Besides that, he needed 36 jadeites for the formation of the Light Conver

gence Circle, and he assigned Raphael to be in charge of this. 

Raphael owned an antique store, so this was naturally an easy task for hi

m, and he only needed to make a few phone calls. 

Half an hour later, Snow arrived with the Ganoderma, and Raphael’s me

n arrived with the 36 jadeites as requested. 

They were more than ready! 
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Leon walked into the backyard, found a spot where the Light Energy wa

s most concentrated, and arranged the 36 jadeites into a 

Light Convergence Circle. 

At this point, it was noon, when the sun shone the brightest, and this wo

uld allow the Light Convergence Circle to work its full potential! 

After setting up the Light Convergence Circle, Leon grabbed hold of an 

unconscious Roanne and strode into the center of the circle, then sat dow

n with his legs crossed. 

Angus, Vivian, and the rest were given instructions to remain outside the

 circle, watching, and were not allowed to step into the circle no matter 

what! 

Meanwhile, Leon remained seated in the center and took out the jadeite t

ablet he used to bring everywhere he went, then placed it at the core to a

ctivate the Light Convergence Circle. 



The Light Energy surrounding them quickly concentrated to the center a

s though tugged by an invisible force, and solidified into beams of blindi

ng energy, surging into the Light Convergence Circle and stirring up thic

k clouds of fog. 

Soon, the fog was so thick that they could barely make out Leon and Ro

anne’s silhouettes in the center, as though they were miles and miles awa

y. 

This was certainly an amazing sight! 

“Miss Thompson, everything has been set up in optimal condition. Now,

 it’s up to you whether you can 

pull and through this or not! Don’t worry, if you pull through this, I will 

do everything in my power to cure you rid you of your pain, so that you 

can live a normal and happy life,” Leon reassured her, knowing that she 

was still clinging to life, and tried to spark her will to survive. 

With that, he took out the Ganoderma, used his true energy to crush it int

o powder, then fed it to Roanne. 

Roanne was afflicted with the rare Darkness Complex, but because of he

r concomitant Third Degree Block, the Dark Energy within her grew sta

gnant. The only way to be rid of all this energy was to neutralize it with 

Light Energy, which was why Leon prepared the Light Convergence Cir

cle! 

Besides this, the Ganoderma would allow the Dark Energy to be diluted,

 as well as unblock the two remaining 

channels in Roanne’s body. 

Light and darkness were two opposing forces, but would 

always come to a balance! 

Leon applied firm pressure on several pressure points around Roanne’s c

hest and abdomen. This was a special technique, called the Eternity Com



pression Method, which long since gotten lost in translation. The Eternit

y Compression Method would restore the equilibrium between light and 

darkness, and unblock all the Twelve Channels, effectively curing Roan

ne of her illness! 

All the Light Energy contained within the Light Convergence Circle sur

ged toward Roanne’s body and formed the silhouette of a dragon before 

finally flowing from Leon’s fingers into her body. A surge of warmth sp

read right through Roanne’s body as the energy quickly neutralized all th

e stagnant Dark Energy that remained within her for so long. 

This was the core of the Eternity Compression Method–

the Supreme Channel was the mother of both Light 

and Dark and encompassed both movement and stillness. Like a dragon,

 it would ebb and flow with the air,  

ridding one of all the stagnancy within! 

 

 


